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Collapse Accelerates: 

lOB Solution Needed Now 

March 7 (IPS) - Friday's catastrophic collapse of the 
British currency, the pound sterling, signals that the 
deepening world economic crisis has entered a new phase .  
Politicians and bankers on both sides of the Atlantic are now 
forced into decision-making processes on the basis of cold, 
hard reality. The collapse of international production and 
trade is accelerating to the breaking point. 

There will be no hoped-for upswing in the U .S .  subsector of 
the bankrupt Dollar Empire, nor any hope in meeting the 
March 31 debt rollover in international payments . In con
sequence, capitalists themselves are now opening up to con
sider what measures are necessary to stop the rot which has 
already brought on a holocaust of genocide and disease. The 
Labor Committee's proposal for an International Develop
ment Bank is' thereby forced onto the agenda as the only 
practicable solution. Approximations s imply will not work. 
Wall Street' s  desperately demanded alternative - fascist re
organization now, thermonuclear war by lL77 - is intol
erable to the bulk of the world's  population. 

The Bank of England began the run on its own currency, 
and continued to feed that run until pressure mounted on 
other weaker European currenCies, the Danish kroner and 
French franc, while beginning to spill over into the initial 
phases of a run on the dollar itself. Idle speculators and ob
servers may well seek to console themselves with the illusion 
that Friday's  business activity is the beginning of the process 
of so-called competitive devaluation whereby the weaker 
European currencies are devalued against the dollar and the 
West German deutschemark while Wall Street 's demanded 
dollar-deutschemark axis sneaked in through the back door. 
Such fools would be well advised to ponder the evidence, and 
act. 

Short of Dumping 
The Dollar 

The Bank of England dumped its own currency because 
that was its only possible course of action short of an actual 
break with the dollar. Since the announcement of last 
month' s  disastrous U.S . trade deficit figures, U .S .  Federal 
Reserve Chairman Arthur Burns has embarked on a credit
tightening policy here to force Europeans to prop up U.S. 
banks. That policy created a pool of excess liquidity in 
London which could neither be invested there nor here. It was 
those funds which the Bank of England had to dump, and by 
so doing created the explosive pre-conditions for a run on the 
dollar itself. 

More ominously, British sellers did not move into other 
currencies directly. They chose instead to hedge in the 
London commodities markets, buying tin, copper, cocoa and 
coffee.  Their judgement was seconded by the director of the 
Swiss National Bank, Herr Leutwiller, in an address before. 
international businessmen gathered in Zurich the day before. 
At that time Herr Leutwiller politely informed his audience,  
according to the authoritative Swiss daily Neue Ziiricher 
Zeitung, that he would make use of incoming dollar funds to 
" support" the gold market. Such signals demonstrate that 
capitalists themselves are preparing for a bust on the money 
markets . These are the first moves out of speculative paper, 
such as dollar investments , and into the realm of hard, 
tangible "real" objects provided by the commodities 
markets . 

Even the Capitalists Know 
Even capitalists know that such a state of affairs is, and 

would be, intolerable. Under such conditions , world 
economic activity would grind inexorably into total chaos . 
The world cannot be put back together on the basis of barter 
agreements, without returning to a feudal mode of existence 
and feudal levels of population. In consequence ,  capitalist 
spokesmen themselves have been forced into publicly 
mooting approximations of the solution required to put an 
end to the mess created in the world by the rapine appetities 
of Wall Street 's  debt collection agencies .  

On March 4,  Peter Jay,  the economics editor of the London 
Times demanded in the columns of his paper that a stop be 
put to the sham of step-by-step negotiations between 
developed and developing countries for a New World 
Economic Order. Jay issued the following proposals : a com
mitment by the industrial countries to development of the 
Third World as a matter of enlightened self-interest; 25 year 
underwriting of the costs of development in the Third World; 
agreements internationally on specific projects to be mu
tually undertaken; a minimum guaranteed standard 01 living . 
as specified by the British Commonwealth's  group of�x,erts 
(the Jay report coincided with a Commonwealth ministers' 
meeting in London);  and debt rescheduling. The Jay pro
posal is identified by sources at the International Monetary 
Fund and World Bank as a product of the United Nations 
Commission on Trade and Development. 

The flaw in Jay's  proposal is that failure to freeze the $25 
billion annual debt service of the Third World, as well as 
other categories of debt inside the advanced sector, would 



perpetuate the present intolerable strain on the financial sys
tem, and lead to hyperinflation were masses of new credit 
granted on top of it. 

In addition, the following policy statements were coordin
ated with the Jay proposal : 

1 )  The French financial daily Les Echoes published an 
editorial Thursday which denounced the current round of 
trade and tariffs negotiations under the Tokyo Round (using 
argumentation identical to the Jay proposals ) ,  and insisted 
that nothing could be settled unless the current dollar mone
tary system were replaced. The editorial cited the views of 
the French employers association, the CNPF , as the basis for 
this statement, and it should be understood that this is the 
viewpoint of the leadership of the Gaullist movement. 
Authoritative spokesmen for this movement have declared 
themselves to be in favor of debt moratoria and are studying 
proposals of the lOB type. 

2 )  Italian Socialist Party leader De Martino told his 
party congress Wednesday that the Italian crisis was not a 
national but an international one, and that its solution de
manded the creation of a new central financing facility - as 
Peter Jay did - "between capitalism and the planned eco
nomies . "  This is a vague definition of the 10 B. 

. 3 )  President Tito of Yugoslavia told a conference of 
representatives of the public-sector industry of 34 developing 
nations Friday that new international institutions must be 
created to accelerate the pace of development and "stabilize 
the world economy. " 

4) At a public lecture in Vienna this week, a spokesman 
for the Polish finance ministry proposed the creation of joint 
institutions between Eastern and Western Europe to finance 
East-West trade. 

The same public stirrings were felt in Chicago where Mr. 
Abboud, head of that city's First National Bank, reported in 
the pages of the Chicago Tribune that relations between 
creditor and debtor countries have to be improved on the 
basis of expanding production. 

It has been learned that privately such mooting have 
proceeded much further. The British government would 
support policies of debt moratoria, and recognizes the 
benefits to be derived from the creation of development
based institutions . Leading layers of the French Gaullist 
movement are working on proposals for a development
based monetary system to replace the bankrupt dollar. 
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Italian, Swiss and French banking circles report that they 
consider the monetary chaos to be past the point of recovery, 
and that moratoria on debt and new institutions are needed. 
It is the same with circles considered broadly representative 
of Chicago industry. 

The Issue is Debt 
Yet such passes at the problem, no matter how well-in

tentioned the conception, will be as successful as attempts to 
mate a jack-ass with a horse. There will  be no issue. First the 
question of the $800 billion overhang of debt has to be settled 
politically. That debt cannot be collected, and indeed is not 
being collected. Third World countries such as Argentina , 
Zambia, Zaire and Pakistan, who are unable to pay their 
debts are simply being left - cut off from access to credit 
and imports . They have become what former Agriculture 
Secretary Orville Freeman described in a recent interview 
as "holes in the world economy".  If that question is walked 
around, or otherwise avoided, there can be no solution. The 
accelerating collapse of economic activity will continue so 
long as first claims on current production go to satisfy the 
insatiable demands of ,wall Street's debt collectors . Such 
political agreement has to be matched with a commitment to 
implement the Labor Committee' s  International Develop
ment Bank proposal which remains the only workable 
proposal for putting the world economy back together, as a 
world economy rather than a patchwork of heteronomic 
interest groups.  

It is the debt question which has to be dealt with as top 
priority by working-class and related political forces within 
the advanced capitalist sector. So long as any credence is 
given to the genocidal effects of Wal l  Streets demands for 
debt service payments , then those same banking circles 
typified by the Nuremberg criminal George Ball of Lehman 
Brothers , will redouble their efforts to impose fascist levels 
of accumulation within the advanced sector itself. Indeed 
such efforts were calied for by the Wall Street Journal itself 
this past Friday in an editorial which endorsed the 'useless 
eaters ' program of Nazis Heinrich Himmler and Albert 
Speer. And, such a policy means general thermonuclear war 
with the Soviet Union by at latest 1 977 .  Dumping the debt 
now, politically, will  remove the combined threats of descent 
into economic chaos and war, and see George Ball, David 
Rockefeller and their cohorts put where they belong. 



International Markets Newsletter 

Euro-Currency Panic Turns To Run On Dollar 

A run on the U.S .  dollar and a potential generalized panic 
directed against all "paper" currencies and into gold and 
commodities is emerging out of yesterday' s  collapse of the 
British pound, which fell below the $2.00,to the pound level for 
the first time in post-war history. " Competitive devaluations 
are in the air, " noted Continental I llinois Bank's foreign 
exchange traders, amidst reports that the Bank of England 
had contributed to the collapse of its currency. The initial 
reaction to the pound collapse was sales of all European 
currencies against the U.S .  dollar, with heavy pressure as 
well against the French franc and Danish kroner. However, 
by the end of the European trading day, the dollar was 
declining sharply against the " stronger" European 
currencies plunging I per cent against the West German 
mark and the Swiss franc. 

Although there are technical reasons why a collapse of the 
pound should lead automatically to a dollar decline 
-(namely the dollar's  role as a "vehicle currency"-that is. 
first buy dollars , and then sell the dollars for marks)-:the 
volume of trading against the U .S .  currency was several 
times that of the trade in sterling, indicating a geniune run on 
the dollar was underway. 

At the same time, to the extent that European governments 
are still refusing to break with the dollar and the huge burden 
of dollar-denominated debt which is choking off European 
production and trade, there is a growing " loss of confidence" 
in all paper currencies as frantic investors rush into gold, 
commodities, anything representing real wealth.  

The signal for an all-out panic ,  which could trigger a 
sudden and total breakdown in world trade, came from Swiss 
Central Bank head Leutweiler who announced that the Swiss 
would swap their excess dollars for gold. Tin and copper 
prices surged on the London Metals Exchange yesterday, as 
sterling holders, barred from going into other currencies by 
exchange controls , got out of the collapsing English currency 
and bought commodities instead. The stage is thus already 
set for the next phase of the run, which traders indicate could 
occur when the markets reopen Monday. 

BEHIND THE CRISIS 

The Bank of England's  decision to let the pound drop did 
not cause the currency crisis .  It was only the t.rigger for a 
crisis which could have broken out at any time and on any 
number of fronts . The British credit system,  along with that 
of every key European economic sector, is strained to the 
breaking point. When U.S .  Federal Reserve Chairman Ar
thur Burns opted for higher U . S .  interest rates and a 
deflationary policy last week, he literally forced the "Old 
Lady's;; (as the Bank of England is called) hand. 

The details of the British crisis are as follows : According 
to informed New York banking sources.  due to the severe 
already regimented cutbacks in British industrial production 
and trade, British corporations and banks are "stuffed to the 
gills" with "excess" funds which cannot be invested 
profitably anywhere . Ironically, the spiralling British 
government deficit has been the main prop for the pound up 
to this moment. To mop up the excess liquidity, the British 
government increased its outstanding short-term Treasury 
bills (a large portion of which were sold to foreigners) from 
£1 billion in 1 973 to over £5 billion now.  Adding the Treasury 
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bills to the money supply rate, the actual annual rate of in
crease of the money supply rate in Britain is an astounding 47 
per cent. 

The London banks , acting as intermediaries in world trade, 
hold the bulk of Euro dollar deposits , which also tends to prop 
up the pound. Since British companies finance an increasing 
share of their trade through these Eurodollar accounts, 
rather than sterling, the actual size of the British balance of 
payments deficit is masked. 

The New York banks further shore up British liquidity by 
depositing huge amounts of dollars on a IS0-l;Iay basis ,  which 
the British banks then use to finance British and third
country trade. The multiplier here is five to one - i .e .  the 
banks lend out $5 for every $1 from New York. This paper 
expansion swindle allows the British to finance their growing 
payments deficit. (One consequence of this ,  of course, is that 
as British foreign loans , the bulk of which are to Third World 
countries , go soft, the collapse will feed right back on the 
New York banks!) 

The ability of the British government to sustain this double 
fraud was based on the continuing collapse of international 
interest rates-a spin off of the depression in the U.S .  Under 
such conditions, the United Kingdom's  gilt-edged bonds 
appeared as a relatively high-yielding investment. 

Burns ' moves to higher rates (to stave off a collapse of the 
inflated dollar) , whether intentionally or not, calIed an end to 
the British game. 

On March 4 ,  as the pound was sinking, the British govern
ment dropped its minimum daily lending rate from 9.5 to 9 
per cent, the third such lowering in the last three weeks . The 
move was aimed at convincing investors that government 
securities wer.e their best bet. since interest rates were not 
going to rise. No one took the bait . The market for British 
Treasury bills collapsed. Meanwhile, the Nigerian govern
ment refusing to participate in the swindle any longer, called 
on the Bank of England to liquidate Nigeria 's  sterling 
deposits . 

The British had only two choices : either declare a 
moratorium on the government debt or let the pound go. So 
the Old Lady let the pound go, actually speeding the process 
by selling off sterling covertly'through intermediary banks . 

THE DILEMMA 

The "British" crisis however, merely reflects a dilemma 
now faced by every European national sector. As long as the 
European economies are tied to the debt-bloated Dollar 
Empire. they will be faced with one of two situations. Those 
sectors facing an external payments crunch, such as the 
United Kingdom. Denmark. France.  and Italy. are forced 
into deflationary collapse. France ,  for example. in order to 
keep capital in the country this week was forced to raise the 
interest rate on franc deposits from 6 to 7 .5  per cent. 

Those sectors . like West Germany, which are in a 
relatively good payments position are faced instead with an 
inflationary explosion as funds flow in from the "weaker" 
currency sectors . If they raise interest rates to halt the in
flation, however. they only attract more speculative capital 
in-flow. 



INTERNATIONAL MARKETS NEWSLETTER 

Atlanticists In Zugswang 

The stewards and guardians of the Dollar E mpire are 
presently being treated to the kind of "existential crisis"  
otherwise reserved for benighted chessplayers - they are, in 
"zugswang. "  With at least half the Atlanticist army still on 
the board and some admitted potential "threats" left to boot, 
their opponents' superior deployment and the fatal 
weaknesses inherent in their own position have nonetheless 
converged over the past two weeks and months to leave the 
Atlanticists without one single move that does not instantly 
expose the full extent of their strategic bankruptcy.  

A quick review of political economic developments over 
the past week emphasizes the point. With the terminal ruptur€ 
the dollar payments system at hand, Arthur Burns, chair
man of the U .S .  Federal Reserve , cannot decide whether to 
raise interest rates or lower them, whether to deflate or in
flate - it is a choice of death by fire or frost. Faced with the 
anti-austerity revolt of European pro-development forces , 
and a bankrupt Third World looking toward the debt 
moratorium alternative, Atlanticist policymakers can' t 
decide which political factions to entrust with debt collection 
enforcement in the field - a raging brawl broke out within 
cabal ranks this week over whether the "White Communists" 
in the Communist Party of Italy (PCI) and by extension the 
French Communist can be relied upon to hold the Italian 
working class to heel and enforce austerity. 

THE "SAFETY NET"GAMBIT 

In these circumstances it should not be surprising that the 
Atlanticists are desperately trying to "buy time, "  the 
Inevitable last hope of the hopeless - chessplayers or 
otherwise. The public call for more rope came on March 2 
when a panicked New York Times pushed the Atlanticist 
policy paralysis into the open stateside. In a lead editorial
" Saving Italy? . . .  Or Sinking It" - the Times charged that 
"the financial 'success' was a soc io-economic-political 
disaster, "  referring to the imposition of austerity conditions 
in Italy prefatory to re-opening the foreign exchange market 
and, most emphatically, reacting to the crystalization of anti
Atlanticist, anti-austerity political factions in the Christian 
Democracy and the Socialist Party now preparing a debt 
moratorium government for Italy. 

Breaking ranks with Wall Street bankers committed to the 
employment of the agent-ridden Italian Communist Party 
leadership to collect the debt in Italy, the T.im�s demanded 
the implementation of the "safety net" of $25 bill ion in 
government-guaranteed loans from the advanced sector as 
the basis for giving Italy a breathing space. 

The attempted resurrection of the moribund "safety net" 
proposal first fielded almost a year ago by U .S .  Secretary of 
State Henry Kissinger is to date the most concrete 
manifestation of a broader attempt by Atlanticist bankers 
and political operatives to piece together a holding action on 
the imminent explosion of $800 bil l ion on debt-bloated dollar 
payments structures.  What the nervous nellies among At-
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lanticists would like to effect is a global operation modelled 
on New York's  Big Mac - a centralized c learing house for 
selected governments bailouts and federal banking for new 
loans , while their agents hammer away at the opposition to 
austerity and debt collection. Sources at the hub of New York 
City' s  Big MAC debt collection operation, the investment 
firm of Lazard Freres which houses MAC master-mind Felix 
"The Fixer" Rohatyn, insisted this week that such a scheme 
of government bailouts and loan guarantees is the only thing 
left, and acknowledge a "full employment" of their per
sonnel to that end. 

Banking on the Kissinger "safety net" however, is 
analogous to calling the rescue squad ten minutes after the 
victim has jumped from the window ledge. The loan 
guarantee scheme, which requires the approval of 16 federal 
governments, has only been ratified by four in nearly a year. 
It is well-known to face massive opposition in the U.S .  
Congress .  Nonetheless,  the Treasury and State Departments 
are predicting swift, "positive action" on the scheme "very 
soon. " To the complete astonishment of Senate committee 
members, the State Department told IPS this week that the 
safety net proposal would be out of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee within ten days! 

Elsewhere, New York banking sources ,  acknowledging the 
impossibility of enforcing austerity ,  revealed that a proposal 
to give guarantees to Third World loans is being tossed 
around among bankers on both sides of the Atlantic. The 
proposal calls for the creation, among advanced-sector 
governments represented in the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (DECD) , of "a new institution 
for government backing of LDC loans , so that current loans 
could be rolled over and new credits issued. "  With no in
vestment outlets in the recovery-less advanced sector, banks 
are desperate to continue lending operations in the Third 
World, but "the risk factor is too great for private capital 
alone ." 

DEFLATION STRATEGY BACKFIRES 

Underlying the frantic effort to " buy time" is the im
possible dilemma now confronting Arthur Burns. The 
collapse of the U .S .  trade balance in January, publicly an
nouncing the non-existence of the alleged world recovery, 
pulled the last prop out form under the bankrupt U.S .  dollar. 
Already the absence of productive investment outlets had 
prompted a 1 929-style speculative bubble in the stock 
markets . To preclude the disastrous consequences - a 
hyperinflationary collapse - of such speculative excesses 
and prevent an imminent run on the dollar Burns is com
pelled to rein in credit and raise rates - immediately in
voking a deflationary collapse of equally disatrous propor
tions . Without excising the enormous cancer of dollar debt, 
there is no escape from this dilemma. Either course will blow 
the capitalist credit structure to smithereens and further 



destroy the productive base of the world economy. a fact of 
which Dr. Burns is not wholly unaware . 

Burns clinical ambivalance in this matter was plainly 
demonstrated over the past two weeks . When trade figures 
were released he hiked up the key interbank lending rate by 
fully one-half per cent - only to drop it by one-quarter point 
only days later. The currency markets did not. however. miss 
the net quarter point rise in interest rates - and responded in 
kind to the tentative deflationary policy. The currency crisis 
that broke out at week's end was the direct result. 

At the same time. NATO's civilian arm. the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development put the official 
stamp of approval this week on the Atlanticists ' implied 
deflation policy. At a ministerial meeting of the 
organization' s manpower and social affairs committee late 
last week. OECD spokesmen announced that "persistent 
inflationary pressures" would not allow the use of traditional 
fiscal and monetary measures to " stimulate" demand and 
"reduce unemployment" - measures which have charac
terized the stimulative economic policy in effect throughout 
virtually the entire advanced sector for the past year. 

Tremendous and continuing pressure has. moreover. been 
exerted upon West Germany to serve as the Atlanticists ' 
enforcer for such a deflation policy. U . S .  Treasury Secretary 
William Simon will visit West Germany next week - as the 
West German industrialists' financial daily Handelsblatt 
noted acidly this week. he can be expected to merely 
reiterate the marching orders of Federal Reserve member 
Henry Wallich for West Germany to impose devaluations and 
austerity on its European neighbors - in the process 
eliminating its own markets ! 

The OECD notwithstanding. a deflationary policy spelIs 
instant disaster for Europe in particular. At a time when the 
continent's  financing needs have more than doubled. New 
York bankers estimate that dolIar inflows into Europe will 
drop by as much as $6 billion from last year's already low 
levels. A deflationary policy will provoke payments crises in 
every sector. and seriously undermine if not outright 
colIapse internal credit structures and industrial production. 
The adoption of a deflationary policy will merely drive 
Europe further from Atlanticist clutches . 

Who, then, Will Collect The Debt? 

That is at the core of the policyless brawl over the "solution 
for Italy" now wracking the Atlanticist layers . IronicalIy. the 
brawl broke out at the moment the Atlanticists' trained pets 
among the leadership of the "White Communist" parties of 
Western Europe - in France. Italy and Spain - publicly 
declared their unfailing alIegiance to NATO at the Soviet 
Communist Party's  25th Congress last week. Over the course 
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of the week the realization struck Atlanticist layers that the 
working class base of these parties. the Atlanticists' long
chosen debt collectors , would quickly emerge to battle 
austerity and debt payments mandated by any government 
- including one made up of their own traitorous leadership. 

On February 27. following the White Communists' obscene 
pledges . BRD Chancellor Helmut Schmidt publicly called for 
PCI participation in the government as a condition for the $ 1  
bi llion EEC bailout loan to  Italy. That weekend. the London 
Economist flatly contradicted the Atlanticist Schmidt in a 
major feature on Italy's  Communists. "Try as he might to 
establish his independence . "  the Economist warned. 
Berlinguer cannot afford to antagonize the pro-Soviet wing of 
his party. Further. "A tough Communist line on wages could 
lose the party support from unionists on the left. and would 
probably cause major dissent within the party, where 
workers are outnumbered 2-1 by 'intellectuals'  on the Central 
Committee." 

This week the breach in Atlanticist ranks widened with a 
panic-stricken New York Times , Brookings Institution and 
key French and West German newspapers plunging into the 
fray. Sharing the New York Times'  hysterical perception. 
influential spokesmen for the " liberal" Brookings Institution 
thinktank are known to be worried about a possible "slip" in 
payments to Italy. whereupon. reportedly, "the PCI will 
come in . . .  and everything will  go to hel l . "  Brookings has 
apparently banned a payments crisis from their universe -
sources say one of their most prominent Brookings fellows 
declared authoritatively at the mention at midweek of the 
impending payments crisis in Europe, " Why, would it be 
ridiculous to have a financial crisis at this point ! "  

.. 

In Europe. meanwhile. the influential Die Welt. the daily 
newspaper of West Germany' s  right wing. warned of the 
consequences of even a nominally Communist government in 
Italy. " Objectively Berlinguer is weakening the West and 
strengthening Moscow. even though subjectively he does not 
want to do so." Die Welt editorialized. Similarly. in France. 
Le Monde's Moscow reporter warned this week that if 
French Communist Party chief Marchais goes much further. 
he may provoke a "conservative backlash" from the Soviets 
- i .e .  an open denunciation and break with the White 
Communists . At the same time veteran NATO journalist 
Raymond Aron. in Le Figaro. raised the spectre that 
revolutionary ferment may sweep the White Communists 
from the stage just as the October 1 9 1 7  defeated Anglo
American operative "White Russian" Kerensky. "No one 
can really foresee the tremendous upheaval such historical 
compromise ( including Communists. ed.)  governments 
would create in France and Italy; certainly Kerensky had 
little expectation or desire for paving the way for the 
Bolsheviks ..... Aron reminds the Atlanticists of the relevant 
historical nightmare. 
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Terror On Congress 

WASHINGTON, March 6 (IPS) - A cowed Congress this 
week continued its capitulation to attacks on its inde
pendence by the Rockefeller-Harriman financier faction. 
While the House - in an atmosphere reminiscent of Hitler's  
Reichstag - overwhelmingly granted a just-retired FBI 
agent blanket subpoena powers for an investigation of its 
members for alleged security leaks , the cabal put it through 
a 'series of burlesque proceedings designed to prove 
Congress' willing/less to rubber-stamp their efforts to en
force payment by bankrupt Third World and Western Euro
pean nations on some $800 bil lion in international dollar
denominated debt. The terror operation being directed 
against Congress is aimed at creating an environment that 
will force it to pass Secretary Kissinger's revived proposal 
lor a $25 billion safety net - an international " Bi� MAC" as 
some observers have called it - which will  perform austerity 
and debt refinancing operations on West European nations 
similar to those performed by the New York financiers on 
New York City. 

This terror operation is producing a controlled aversive 
environment on the Hill .  Discussion with Congressmen and 
aides and examination of House and Senate votes reveals 
that Congressmen are voting and taking positions for legis
lation that they don't support and in some cases bitterly 
oppose. Several Congressmen who have been regularly bom
barded with calls from their constituencies supporting debt 
moratoria, are now mouthing pro-debt statements . 

Similarly, Congressmen could be nervously seen passing 
around the latest Gallup and Harris polls that "prove" that 
the American working class opinion has undergone a right
ward shift, that they no longer support detente and some 
have begun to make hedging statements on the question of 
detente with the constitutents. While many Congressmen, 
aware of widespread support for the U . S .  Labor Party and its 
program,  will privately admit that the rightward shift is a 
" Big Lie" concocted by Wall Street, in public some of these 
same gentlemen will be quoted as demanding that "we must 
make detente a two-way street . . .  we've made too many 
concessions to the Russians ." The press picks up on each one 

'of these comments and then feeds it back to both the public 
and the Congress itself as further proff that it has been 
shifted to the right. "There is a growing 'j ingoism' in the 
Halls of Congress, a reflection of a new 'get-tough with the 
Soviets attitude among the electorate," a CBS commentator 
said this week. 

Congress is progressively isolating itself from its actual 
constituents and thus making it more vulnerable to the witch
hunt operation that is now underway. 
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This process is clearly visible  from the following 
developments this week. 

In proceedings that were hushed up in most of the press, 
the House overwhelmingly voted 321 to 85 March 3 to author
ize far-reaching subpoena powers to the Ethics Committee 
investigation into alleged security "leaks" emanating from 
Rep. Otis Pike's  Select Committee on IntE1lligence .  House 
rightists , led by Rep. John Young (D-Texas) and notorious 
defense maniac Rep. F. Edward Hebert (D-La.) steamrolled 
the timid opposition to the bill - cutting off any debate. While 
the cabal's New York Times politely maintained that debate 
was quashed "by a misunderstanding of the parliamentary 
procedure," liberal Congressmen who opposed the subpoena 
resolution report that they were rudely told to " shut up" as 
they attempted to be heard. Even the Times admitted that 
" liberal Democrats angrily swarmed around the floor 
manager of the resolution, Rep. Young, demanding that he 
give them time for debate." 

Describing the dragnet scope of the resolution, Rep. Phil 
Burton (O-Cal) , an opponent of the subpoena power, said 
afterwards that the Ethics Committee could subpoena "each 
and every staff member whether or not he had anything to do 
with the affair, and I think this is an outrage." 

The cabal sniffed out Congress'  spine less ness in the face of 
their offensive as the original mandate to investigate the 
House was rammed through by a vote of 269 to 1 15 Feb. 19 
When only 1 3  Representatives could b.e found to sign a letter 
authored by Rep. Bella Abzug (D-NY) attacking the investi
gation and defending CBS reporter Daniel Schorr, the cabal 
escalated and on March 2, one day prior to the steamroller 
passage of the subpoena resolution,  assigned FBI agent 
David Bowers to head the investigation. Bowers retired from 
the Bureau on Feb. 28, after 25 yearsbf active duty "assigned 
to Capitol Hill," where he was part of the FBI dragnet which 
has compi led massive informational files on Senators' and 
Congressmen's private lives. On the same day, the Ethics 
Committee asked for $350,000 and a staff of 20 to conduct its 
witchhunt investigation. 

While many Capitol Hill sources professed to be unable to 
account for the overwhelming vote in favor of the resolution, 
it is c lear than many Congressmen are recalling Wilbur 
Mills'  well-publicized indiscretions with a Washington strip 
teaser, and the late Rep. Hale Boggs ' fatal plane crash just 
after he discovered the existence of the FBI's  sex and 
scandal files on Congressmen. Asked if he thought the ap
pointment of Bowers, who had spent 25 years ferretting for 
dirt in Congressional garbage cans , was connected with the 
massive liberal defections in support of the resolution, an 



embittered opponent of the measure, Rep. John Burton (D
Cal) , shouted: "Why don't you ask the people who voted for 
it? I don't know ! I voted against it ! "  While aide to a 
Congressman representing a heavily minority East Coast 
district mumbled that House members " were voting their 
constituencies ,"  an aide to a Midwest Congressman admitted 
that he was "getting a lot of heat in the field" against 
Bowers, the Ethics Committee investigation, and the 
Government Accounting Office report approving FBI "pre
ventive action" against alleged subversives . "  

The Ethics Committee itself i s  composed of right-wingers 
led by Rep. Floyd Spence (R-SC) , who proudly lists his 
"anti-communist activities" in his biography. Committee 
staffers themselves made no bones about the fact that they 
intend to focus a witchhunt against Congress itself. "No one 
really is interested in Schorr anymore, we really want to 
know where in Congress the report came from," one 

'
com

mittee staffer said. Another aide, when asked why the 
committee needed $350,000 for its investigation, replied, 
"Well, there are so many people to investigate - on and off 
the Pike Committee staff - and unfortunately the person 
who leaked the report won't just stand up and plead guilty." 

Pike: The First Victim? 
The bizarre announcement by Rep. Otis G. Pike on March 

4, the day after the vote for subpoena powers, that the CIA 
had found that 232 documents, some of them classified, which 

. 

had been temporarily on loan to his Intelligence Committee,  
had "mysteriously disappeared, "  and was insinuating that 
the Committee was responsible, raises the prospect that Pike 
himself may be the first victim. Despite the fact that the 
documents disappeared from files at CIA headquarters, Pike 
sent a letter to CIA Director George Bush promising his full 
cooperation in trying to locate the documents. Pike later 
termed the CIA "suspicious , "  and said that "they're really 

, out to get me. " 
Pike is doing little to stop them . The New York 

Congressman has been extremely quiet since the leak of his 
Committee's  report to the Village Voice, and since two shots 
were fired at him while he was driving his car on his way to a 
meeting in his Long Island district in January. While Pike 
denied in an interview March 3 that there was any terror 
operation against Congress - "If  the Ethics Committee 
investigation is a terror operation, I ' m  the one who'se sup
posed to be terrified and I 'm not ,"  he blustered - he was 
nonetheless one of the many liberal defectors who voted for 
the blanket subpoena powers to former F BI agent Bowers. A 
source close to Pike admitted : "They are throwing the FBI 
against us.  Not only did we fail, but the F BI and domestic 
operations are stronger than ever. " 

It is likely that the House Ethics Committee will next week 
get its $350,000, as well as jurisdiction over the incredible new 
set-up of Pike. 

House Marches to Collect Debt 
With Congress in headlong retreat before Wall Street 's 

secret police apparatus, Messrs . Harriman, Ball ,  and Rocke
feller are now moving to ensure that the lawmakers rubber 
stamp their debt collection policies as well. Immediately on 
the agenda for Congress is passage of the $25 billion " safety 
net" proposal that has been stalled in the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee for a year. Now the proposal has. 
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suddenly come alive, and the State Department expects 
"rapid and positive" action on it by the Committee within the 
next two weeks . In deference to Congressional opposition 
that has kept the bill bottled up for a year, the State Depart
ment is keepirig the emergence of the proposal extremely 
quiet, but it is clear that Secretary Kissinger views the 
Congressional capitulation to his Intelligence apparat as an 
indication that he will not meet with significiant opposition. 

While this hyperinflationary idiocy is being wheeled in the 
back door, the Wall Street faction is orchestrating a series of 
burlesque performances which will underscore Congress' 
purported resolve to have every penny on the dollar of Rocke
feller's debt paid. 

Yesterday Rep. Jack Brooks (D-Texas), Chairman of the 
House Government Operations Committee, held hearings on 
the collection of some $59 billion in defaulted debt owed to the 
United States by foreign countries. Most of the debt stems 
from the World War II Lend Lease program.  Puffing on a 
cigar and punctuating his questions by pounding his fist on a 
table, Rep. Brooks interrogated officials from the Depart
ments of State, Treasury and Defense on what was being 
done to collect debts which government officials conceed are 
uncollectable. There is no legislation pending on the subject, 
and the particular subcommittee under whose auspices the 
hearings were held - the Legislation and National Security 
Subcommittee - has no direct j urisdiction over foreign debt. 

The hearings concentrated on debt accumulated during the 
Lend Lease program, but also touched on Czarist debt dating 
from before 1917 and Cuban debt dating from before 1959. Of 
the last two categories ,  Brooks admitted: "Well, I guess 
we're not gonna get them back. We know what happened 
there." At another point in the hearings ,  Brooks turned to the 
State Department representative and declared : "Now, Iran 
says they don't have to pay us the money because we 
destroyed their railroads when we were in their country 
during the war. What are we doing about it? Are we nego
tiating?"  he demanded, pounding his fist. 

The soft line at the hearings was represented by Rep. Joel 
Pritchard (R-Wash) . Speaking on unpaid World War I debt, 
Pritchard said : "Well, I guess we're gonna have to write that 
off. " 

In similar clown proceedings yesterday, the entire House 
passed an amendment to its Security Assistance that would 
cut off aid to foreign countries "in default for a year or more 
on any payment of principle or interest on a debt to the 
United States." The amendment, which was _prQPosed by 
Rep. William Alexander (D-Ark) and passed by a vote of 214 
to 152, would immediately cut off all military assistance to 
Israel and Egypt. Admitting that the performance was just 
for show, Rep. Otto Passman, the Assistance Bill 's floor 
manager, commented : " It will be deleted in conference .. .!t 
was an emotional thing .. . It was a good idea to demagogue 
on." 

With the world economy unravelling, such clown shows are 
an intolerable waste of time and Congress is running out of 
time. If its members continue to ignore their responsibilities 
and to cower before the cabal's terror operation, there is 
little question that Congress will ,  like Hitler's Reichstag, 
effectively legislate itself out of existence .  At that point the 
fact that its members are privately " outraged" at the 
proceedings will be of no consequence whatsoever. 



U.S. POLITICAL NEWSLETTER 

The Primary· Fraud 

Through their top down control of major media outlets and 
their control of the various presidential "contenders ,"  the 
Atlanticist cabal is using the presidential primary process to 
create the illusion for both domestic and European con
sumption that the American population is now shifting to the 
right. In the long term , the fraudulent primary system is also 
designed to discredit the entire electoral process. Mouthing 
the cabal line on this ,  Washington Post editorial board 
member Charles Sieb declared this week, "Americans don't 
give a damn who wins the presidential election ."  

Even before the final votes had been tallied in 
Massachusetts thi� week, the media was already "in
terpreting" the vote as a sign that America had turned to the 
right. The size of the vote for former Alabama Governor 
George Wallace was said to be a sign that America had 
rejected the "concept of big government" and the welfare 
freeloaders; the "victory" of Sen. Henry Jackson (D-Wash) 
was sa id  to show that  e v e n  t h e  major i ty  of 
Democrats were rejecting soft detente policies toward the 
Soviets and demanding a new hard line stance. The previous 
week's strong showing for Republican contender Ronald 
Reagan in New Hampshire primarily had already "shown" 
according to the press that Republicans favored a "get
tough-with-the-Soviets" attitude. 

The entire primary process, however, is a fraud. 
First, the presidential candidates themselves are puppets 

of the New York banks and have been fed issues such as 
"busing" and detente by their cabal-controlled advisors . 

Jimmy Carter, the conservative peanut farmer who won 
last week's New Hampshire Democratic primary, is a 
longstanding member of the Rockefel ler-controlled 
Trilateral Commission and receotly proclaimed that his 
foreign policy advisor was Zbigniew Brzezinski, the Com
mission's director and an "authority" on the detente issue. 
Sources reported this week that the campaign of Rep . Moe 
Udall (D-Ariz. ) ,  whose second-place finish in Massachusetts 
has made him the so-called liberal standard bearer of the 
Democrats, is being run directly by the 84 year-old 
Democratic patrician Averell Harriman and his towel boy 
Morton Halperin of the Center for National Security Studies . 
Ronald Reagan, who has been engaging President Ford in a 
contest of cold war rhetoric, announced as he launched his 
most rabid attack against Ford's  detente policies March 4 
that his political briefings were coming directly from former 
Defense Secretary James Schlesinger the architect of Nelson 
Rockefeller's limited nuclear war confrontation policies. And 
so on. 

In addition, as has been extensively documented by the 
U .S .  Labor Party, the computerized voting process is itself 
carefully directed by the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration (LEAA), the domestic arm of the CIA. Under 
such conditions, the modus operandi for a fraud operation is 
simple. If the controlled press can create the illusion that a 
vote is "credible ,"  any tally will be accepted. 

While the returns have not been fully analyzed yet , there 
are already indications that the Massachusetts primary 
results were a product of vote fraud . 
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As if scripted, the Boston Herald American immediately 
billed the primary results as a "shift to the right" and an
nounced that reversal of the state' s  "traditional liberal 
voting patterns" had occurred . The press had prior to the 
primary set the stage for tlifs by reminding everybody over 
and over again that Massachusetts was the only state carried 
by Democrat George McGovern in the 1 972 elections. 
Wallace was reported to have carried most working class 
districts in Boston and Jackson to have carried most working 
class districts in the rest of the state while finishing second to 
Wallace in Boston. 

This was all "credible ,"  the cabal controlled press 
reported, since Americans were voting "against deten
te. "Similarly the Times rev�aled that a survey of 1000 voters 
"proved" that 70 per cent of the American electorate was 
now rejecting detente. 

DID YOU VOTE FOR JACKSON? _ 

Prior to the election, a poll conducted by CBS and the 
Times had predicted the order of finish of the candidates. 
Since three out of the top four Democratic finishers were con
servative, the Times reported this proved that America in
deed would turn right. Jackson's strongest campaign plank, 
blared the Times, was his opposition to detente. Syndicated 
columnists Evans and Novak produced a poll that showed 
similar results . 

; 

Even if the votes were accurately tabulated, the results 
would still be meaningless. Most voters stayed away from 
the primary clown show : the statewide turnout was a pitiful 
32 per cent and in some working class districts as low as ten 
per cent (The cabal press found some reason to rejoice about 
the light turnout; as several papers reported that turnout 
was 4 per cent higher than the pathetic 1972 turnout of 28 per 
cent). 

Interviews with voters, however cast a reasonable doubt on 
the accuracy of the tally. While some people admitted to 
being suckered into voting for Wallace, U .S .  Labor Party 
organizers found that almost no one had voted for Jackson. 
Jackson, a walking zombie who has trouble speaking, had 
hired a whole team of "body psychologists" to turn him into 
an alive and kicking candidate. He apparently fooled nobody 
with his "energetic" appeal to so-called lunchpail issues. 
Workers pointed out that Jackson and the rest of the can
didates studiously dodged real economic questions about how 
to solve the depression crisis. Angry that the press was 
playing up their supposed "rightwing shift , "  worker:s who 
were veterans of the blatant fraud against Labor Party 
mayoral candidate Gibbons in the primary e lections last fali 
(Gibbons was robbed of a place in the runoff by the com
puters; polls had shown him receiving more than30 per cent 
of the vote . )  demanded to know who the hell had voted for 
Jackson anyway:  " I  didn't  vote for him, did you?"  

GET THE FRONTRUNNER 

Meanwhile, the press and other candidates have been 
careful to not allow any one among the Democrats to get too 



far out in front. When Carter won the New Hampshire 
primary, and looked like he would build up a head of steam, it 
was decided that he would be knocked down a peg in 
Massachusetts: he was placed fourth. As part of the little 
"in-fights". that are allowed within the controlled en
vironment of the electoral process, Carter bristled, "Non
elected politicians of Washington fear that someone who is 
not their candidate might actually become the next 
president. They can hurt me by p'ropping up someone like 
Church (Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho)." Asked who "they" 
were, Carter named Averell Harriman. 

Now the controllers are moving to undercut the new 
Democratic frontrunner, Jackson. A similar process takes 
place among the Republicans, with Ford and Reagan being 
alternately boosted in order to provoke more hysterical anti
detente outbursts from both. 

The travelling road show now moves to Florida for next 
Tuesday's primary. Stirred by the hot Miami sun, Reagan 
has already launched a major assault against President 
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Ford's "conciliatory stance towards Soviet aggression." 
Meanwhile, Jatkson has already told Florida vbters that 
Carter is behind a "weak defense" policy, while Carter 
retorted to the attacks on his integrity with charges that 
Jackson is a liar. 

In the end, the entire confusing process is intended to 
produce no presidential candidate, a brokered Democratic 
Convention and chaos at the Republican Convention. When 
the dust clears, as has already been mooted by several press 
sources, Sen. Hubert Humphrey, the Atlanticists' most 
trusted congressional stalwart will emerge as the 
Democratic candidate (Nelson Rockefeller, as previously 
reported, would wind up being the Republican standard 
bearer) or so the script goes. Anthony Lewis, wrote in the 
Times March 4 that the Massachusetts primary makes it 
hard to believe that anyone will emerge from the primaries 
with enough delegates to get the nomination and in the end 
the liberals and the moderates will cheer for Hubert at the 
July Democratic Convention. 



Back To The Cold War • • • • •  

Increasingly frightened by the imminent collapse of the' 
Dollar Empire as Europe and the Third World move toward 
debt moratoria, President Ford this week offically dropped 
" detente" from the Presidential vocabulary and labelled his 
"new policy" as "peace through strength. "  In a speech in 
Miami, Ford announced that he doesn't  "use the word 
detente anymore . . .  Detente is only a word that was coined . . . 1  
don't think it's applicable anymore. "  

Only the day before, cabal columnist C . L .  Sulzberger had 
said that the most significant observation that could be made 
about the 25th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union in Moscow was that the USSR had emerged as "the 
world' s  strongest military and industrial power. " 

Then yesterday, NATO Supreme Commander General 
Alexander Haig told Canadian television interviewers that 
the West's  major task in the coming period is "managing 
global Soviet power. "  He went on to ominously warn that 
events in the Third World could reach a point "where 
Western power must be applied and must be perceivably 
applied in order to avert a larger conflict with the Soviets ."  

These hardline statements from Ford and others and the 
subsequent red scare stories splashed across the pages of the 
nation's  press this week are an indication that the Atlanticist 
cabal is once again preparing for confrontation with the 
Soviet Union over a Third World " hot spot" - the old 
Rockefeller-Kissinger policy of last year. This shift, to a cold 
war line which takes U .S .  foreign policy back to the days of 
former Secretary of State John Foster Dulles ' nuclear 
"brinksmanship" ,  is a reflection of the actual policy vacuum 
which exists in Washington and New York financial circles. 

Cuba has been singled out as the immediate target for Cold 
War propaganda as Atlanticist foreign policy in Europe,  
Africa, Asia and Latin America collapses .  Revolutionary 
ferment erupting in black Africa in the aftermath of the 
Soviet-backed Popular Movement victory in Angola is 
unhinging both the State Department and the New York 
banking community associated with former New York 
Governor Averell Harriman and former State Department 
Undersecretary George Ball .  

On Feb. 28 Ford branded Cuban Premier Fidel Castro "an 
international outlaw, "  while the White House refused to deny 
reports circulated by Washington columnists Evans and 
Novak that Ford advisors are discussing a naval blockade of 
Cuba in retaliation against Cuba' s  " export of revolution. "  
This sabre-rattling was accompanied by a CIA media revival 
of an absurd 12 year old story accusing Castro of ordering the 
assassination of President John F. Kennedy - now em
bellished with the allegation that Castro was also the per
petrator of the 1 968 murder of his brother Robert - in 
retaliation for CIA plots against the Cuban leader' s life. 

On March 6,  Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, fresh 
from a highly unsatisfactory tour of Latin America appeared 
beofre the House International Relations Committee and 
warned Cuba "to act with circumspection" in southern 
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Africa or  face American wrath. Noting the intervention of 
Cuban troops in the Angola c iv i l  war and the 
Congressionally-ordered end to U .S .  aid to forces opposed to 
the MPLA, Kissinger blustered : "Our actions cannot always 
be deduced by what we did in Angola ." Without unified 
backing from his Atlanticist string-pullers, Kissinger an
nounced "We simply cannot be in a position of giving the 
Cubans an indication of where it is safe for them to go. "  
Hence, h e  declined t o  give specific substance t o  his threats . 

Barely twenty-four hours before Kissinger's  testimony, the 
African Bureau of the State Department staged an open 
revolt against the Secretary, calling an emergency meeting 
to discuss "Who's  losing Africa? "  Career foreign service 
officers were reportedly bitterly opposed to Kissinger's 
policy of giving unflinching support to minority white 
regimes in South Africa and Rhodesia, encouraging the 
outbreak of racial warfare. Instead, careerists reportedly 
favor a soft-line of trade with Zaire, Zambia, Nigeria and 
other African nations . 

Meanwhile, Atlanticist think tank staffers were wringing 
their hands in despair with Morris Rothenberg of the 
University of Miami commenting in a speech to the 
Georgetown Center for Strategic and International Studies : 
" Cuba is in Angola and will soon be in Namibia and Rhodesia 
and there is nothing the U.S .  can do about it. There is a total 
po l i cy  vacuu m . "  The At lant ic i s t -control led press 
simultaneously emitted howls of rage and impotence. 
Writing for the New York Times, Herbert Mathews ob
served : "For Fidel Castro there is no darkest Africa. It is all 
ablaze with lights - the campfires of fellow revolutionaries. 
So long as Castro exists there will be armed Cubans in 
Africa . . .  standard bearers for the non-aligned countries of the 
Third World. "  Baltimore Sun columnist Henry Trewhitt 
observed yesterday : "The nightmare of U .S .  diplomacy in 
southern Africa is that horrifying war between the races that 
ends in Marxist domination while Washington, in effect, 
looks on. " 

That same day, Ronald Reagan, playing Presidential 
politics in Florida in a last-minute attempt to shore up his 
diminishing political prestige before the March 9 primary, 
lowered the Cold War temperature by accusing his GOP rival 
Gerald Ford of presiding over the degeneration of the U.S .  
into a second-rate power. "Despite Mr.  Ford's evident 
decency, honor and patriotism, he has shown neither the 
vision nor the leadership necessary to halt and reverse the 
diplomatic and military decline of the U . S . , "  Reagan · 
charged. Furthermore, the right-wing glamour boy 
proclaimed, "Kissinger's stewardship of U .S .  foreign policy 
has coincided precisely with the loss of U .S .  military 
supremacy." 

He was seconded by an executive committee member of 
the reactionary American Security Council, General 
Eldridge Durbow, who told IPS on Wednesday : "We need a 
god damned Pearl Harbor to wake this country up . "  



u .s.  POLITICAL NEWSLETTER 

Chicago Rebukes Wall Street 

As It Seaches For Policy 

In his annual report to his stockholders , F irst National of 
Chicago Board Chairman A. Robert Abboud stressed that the 
nation's banks had better realize that an expansion of credit 
for production and to maintain necessary services is the only 
way tq produce an economic recovery. In the 1 930s 
depression, the board chairman stated, the banks had 
learned that a policy of foreclosures and bankruptcies 
destroyed jobs and crippled production. "Expansion-not 
liquidation, "  he said, "is the way to stimulate recovery" -
even it it means that the banks must suffer a temporary loss 
of profits . 

The Abboud report, issued one day after leading Wall 
Street debt collector and former Undersecretary of State 
George Ball left town after being battered by Chicago 
financiers and industrialists represents a major policy 
rebuke to Wall Street. 

Ball, who is regarded in financial circ les as a hatchetman, 
was dispatched to the Windy City by Wall Street after a 
previous deployment which included Senators Frank Church 
(D-Idaho) and William Proxmire (D-Wisc) , the two leading 
orchestrators of the Congressional corporate and financial 
Watergating operations,  had failed to hold Chicago in check. 
The fear of Harriman-Ball people, as expressed recently by 
representatives of their Chicago allies, the Marshall Field 
interests, is that industrialists and financiers will form the 
nucleus of a faction who will break completely from Wall 
Street 's control. While this emerging faction has yet to come 
to terms with the question of debt moratoria and the need for 
an International Development Bank, the Abboud policy 
statement and subsequent deployments indicate that they 
are moving slowly towards such tactical initiatives. This is 
the message that Ball has taken back to New York with him 
along with a badly bruised ego. 

Hatchetman Ball attempted to handle the Chicagoans as he 
is wont to treat the Third World - with arrogance,  disdain 
and threats. As the featured speaker at a Chicago Council of 
Foreign relations event March 1 Ball called for the imple
mentation of Atlanticist policy - fascism and an end to 
detente. The Italian Communist Party (PCI) should par
ticipate in the government to carry out corporatist policy in 
Italy. He made no mistake about what he meant, reporting 
that he agreed with an "Italian friend" who told him that "If  
we hadn't tried fascism before in Italy, we would try it now." 
He went on to identify fascism as the only solution to the 
current economic crisis and labelled detente as being 
responsible for the emergence of a dangerous " Leninist" 
policy in Moscow. 

In an obvious rebuke to Ball and the policy he represents , 
no one within Chicago's top circle showed up for his speech. 
Earlier in the day, only two of Chicago' s  "Top Twenty" - Stu 
Ball, George 's brother and the self-proclaimed fascist 

Alexander Haymeyer of Marshall Field showed up for an ex
clusive pre-meeting with the Wall Street banker. 

The next day several of Chicago 's  elite showed up to pay 
the visitor from Wall Street their respects. The city' s leading 
financiers, the chief executives of Continental Illinois ,  First 
National ,  Northern Trust and the Chicago Fed, however, 
were conspicuously absent . A spokesman for Chicago Nor
thern later told representatives of the U .S .  Labor Party that 
they did not really have time to waste attending Ball 's  
speeches or meetings . "We had better things to do,"  he said 
disdainfully. 

While Ball was calling for fascism and an end to detente on 
March 1, 250 of Chicago's  leading bankers were meeting out 
at O 'Hare airport to design a national counter-strategy to 
Harriman-Ball congressional lackeys' fascist banking 
reorganization schemes. The banking officials who skipped 
the Ball affair the next day were m eeting with represen
tatives of the Swiss Banking Corporation in what informed 
sources described as the opening foray of a Chicago-initiated 
move to tighten their ties with the anti-Wall  Street Swiss. 

Meanwhile, Chicago business layers were systematically 
deployed on a global scale. Brooks McCormack of Inter
national Harvester is now touring the East Bloc , while Con
tinental Illinois chairman John Anderson is in Western 
Europe. Two leading officials from Sears Roebuck were in 
Mexico City and on a Tokyo-Moscow trip. 

Wide recognition by Chicago layers that "the upswing" is 
nothing but a lie peddled by Wall  Street is in part behind 
Chicago's  deployment and its rebuff of Ball. The trade 
oriented and production-based Chicago factions have ab
solutely nothing to gain and everything to lose by following 
Wall Street 's  insane policy directives.  

An executive at the West German Kommerzbank's 
Chicago division reported this week that " while the media 
plays up the Commerce (Department) report to prove that 
there is an upswing, my discussions with my industrial and 
banking c lients in Chicago prove the opposite. No one 
believes it. The immediate situation is only the tip of the 
iceberg. The Third World is bankrupt and this is not due to 
OPEC oil prices but to the manner in which American 
commercial banks operate. The papering-over of balance of 
payments deficits and continuous debt refinancing must 
stop . We must instead invest in massive production. " 
However, when asked what he would do about the enormous 
debt overhang problem, the spokesman replied, "My brain is 
too small for such questions . "  

I n  the closest that Abboud came to " dealing" with the debt 
question in his report , he wrote, " It would have been un
fortunate if the banks had moved precipitously to recoup 
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The result of such a policy could have triggered a 
depression. " He concludes that banks must work closely with 
their debtors - but refuses to say how. 

In a meeting Friday with an executive from a leading 
Chicago firm. recently returned from a j unket to a pro-
development country. both debt moratoria and the IDB were 
a central focus. He reported. " It seems to me that the major 
issue is really a political one . which would have to be settled 
in some way. both in the political arena and in some form of 
actual negotiations. and that would be exactly what portions 
of the debt would have to be placed in moratoria and what 
portions financial institutions would seek to maintain out of 
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moratoria. "  Hinting at his firm' s  willingness to sit down and 
negotiate. he will be putting together a meeting of chief 
executives for next week to discuss the specifics of the IDB. 

According to one Chicago supporter of expanded world 
trade. Chicago is now seriously beginning to "grope for a 
policy alternative" to the fascist austerity of Wall Street and 
its representatives like George Ball .  With a chaotic world 
economic collapse already developing - perhaps no more 
than a week or two away - such layers have little time for 
the delusion that such a policy exists short of the IDB and 
general debt moratoria . 
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New ' Recovery ' Statistics 

Show Depths Of Collapse 

March 7 (IPS) - Contrary to doctored statistics released 
by the Commerce Department and disseminated by the 
nation's news media, in the fourth quarter of 1 975 the U .S .  

. economy began an  irreversible contraction in  manufacturing 
production, employment, shipments and orders and personal 
income. Taken together with the current dollar sector 
financial crisis, this contraction promises to feed into a full
scale shutdown of the economy and bank-credit collapse in 
the weeks ahead. 

Once the fraudulent mask of " seasonal adjustment" is 
removed ffom the outpouring of U .S .  Government economic 
data , it is crystal clear that the U . S .  economy and its vital 
manufacturing base have been in a state of functional break
down and disuse since October 1 974,  and that the much
celebratrated March-September 1 975 " upturn" was no more 
than an "intra-depression" period of m arginal growth, which 
like the 1934-37 recovery will collapse into depression levels 
well before it reaches pre-depression production levels. The 
methods by which this interim growth period occured -
government pump-priming and devastating productivity -
cannot themselves be repeated without unleashing 
simultaneous hyperinflation and a depression shrinkage of 
production. 

Since October 1975 ,  manufacturing production has fallen at 
a 1 4  per cent annual rate . . .  according to unadjusted figures. 
Reflecting this drop, manufacturing e mployment fell at a 3 . 1  
per  cent annual rate . On this basis, the  unemployment rate 
rose to 9.9 per cent rather than dropping to 7 . 6  per cent -
as was officially reported. In turn, all  the economic trends 
which foreshadow future production schedules (60-90 days 
hence) plummeted during the September-January period ; 
new orders placed with manufacturers declined by a 
whopping 38 per cent and 40 per cent annual rate, respec
tively. 

Unless manufacturers begin to slash production at com
parable rates they will be instantly plagued with inventories 
which their current illiquidity does not permit them to 
finance .  The prospect for a reversal of this process by a step
up in retail sales that feeds back into distribution and 
production has no basis in reality. Since September 1 975 , 
personal income - the money available to workers for the 
purchase of goods and services - has been eroding at a 25 
per cent annual rate. All that has prevented the current 
production decline from turning into a complete industrial 
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shutdown i s  the fabled auto boomlet, itself based o n  un
supportable inventory pile-up and installment credit ex
tension to consumers . As documented in the last issue of this 
newspaper, the auto boom let is near its blow-out phase. 

Where Are the Inventories? 
How could all this be so when every economic statistic and 

indicator coming out of Washington and turning up in the 
lead news items of the nation' s  media reveal a picture of a 
slow-but-sure economic recovery characterized by 10 per 
cent growth rates? The explanation is simple : these 
statistics are outright lies, doctored by a fraudulent "season- . 
al adjustment. " They are a hoax, dutifully carried out by 
government statisticians. In a depression period, normal 
"seasonal" behavior loses all meaning. Such seasonal ad
justments are only applicable to "average" years charac
terized by moderate fluctuations in economic activity, and 
are therefore irrelevant under the current conditions of stair
case-like collapse. The fact that the government 's  
professional liars have figured in last year 's  industrial 
shutdown and mass unemployment as a basis for this year's 
adjustment exposes the figures as pure fraud. 

For those economists and government officials who insist 
with slide rule in hand that this is an unproven allegation and 
yell " where are the facts ! ," we will perform the following 
exercise asking in response " where are the inventories? "  In 
the October through January period, final retail sales 
computed in constant dollar terms remained flat. It is 
therefore reasonable to assume that if manufacturing 
production rose - and by the amounts the Commerce . 
Department insists - it would have appeared in the form of 
increased stoo,ks at either the manufacturing, wholesale, or 
retail level. According to the Commerce Department' s  
"seasonally adjusted" figures manufacturing inventories 
fell at a 9.2 per cent annual rate. The government statistician 
will insist that such inventories reappeared in the form of 
wholesale or retail inventories .  But after adjustments are 
made for inflation, manufacturing shipments actually 
declined. In any case, wholesale and retail inventories during 
these months fell by 9 .6  per cent and 9 . 8  per cent per annum. 
The question therefore arises : where are the goods that were 
produced but are nowhere to be found on the shelves of the 
nation' s  warehouses, department stores and discount cen· 
ters? The answer, as the Government ' s  own fine print 
"unadjusted" figures reveal ,  is that they were never 



produced. The next question that comes to mind is : where 
are the several million workers that supposedly produced 
these goods and are counted in the employment figures? The 
answer, we anticipate from the Government, is that they 
have been employed to look for the missing inventories. 

Unmoved by these realities ,  the same government 
statisticians and press conduits insist that recovery is at 
hand and cite the rise in personal income as proof. According 
to the theory, as workers ' pocketbooks start to bulge, so do 
sales and in turn production. While the theory is itself 
baseless in the face of consumer indebtedness and inflation 
rates, the facts are equally so. Personal income is arrived at 
by multiplying the number of employed times the average 
earning per hour. But, as documented above , the em
ployment figures are based on the fraudulent seasonal ad
justment fudge factor. 

These fraudulent figures have baffled and totally confused 
the more honest economists who sti ll c lutch on to them. The 
only economist on Wall Street who predicted the October 1 974 
inventory bust and production collapse admitted, "I can't 
make any sense of these seasonally adjusted figures. I used 
to be able to make predictions .  Now I expect production to 
collapse and when the figures come out it rises . "  

What's Behind the Fraud 
But these fraudulent statistics are designed for more than 

to baffle well-intentioned economists. They are black 
propaganda to keep the U .S .  working class and other op
position to Wall Streetl;s policies in the dark about the 
current depression crisis. For the worker whose everyday 
reality convinces him that he is in the middle of a depression 
this upswing propaganda is intended to provide a fantasy 
belief structure to muddy his understanding of the 
programmatic political initiatives of the U .S .  Labor Party. 
For export-dependent European capitalists , it is designed to 
convince them that the world's largest national market is in 
an upswing, and therefore there is no reason to break with 
the Dollar Empire. In fact, during the fourth quarter of 1 975 , 
European capitalists steppe(l up their exports to the U.S .  on 
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the basis o f  the fraudulent but encouraging economic figures 
coming out of Washington, only to find that roughly half their 
exports are now sitting in the ports ,  on the docks and in 
dealer parking lots. 

These deceptions , however. cannot be masked for more 
than a few weeks as the present contraction turns into an all
out collapse_ 

Why the Contraction and Collapse? 
The reality of the current industrial  contraction and im

minent collapse reflects the irreversibility of a staircase 
depression collapse that started in October 1 974. At that time 
the ratio of debt to income measured four times greater than 
on the eve of the 1 929 stock market crash. To keep up such 
payments on debt and forestall the inevitable deflation of 
stocks, bonds and debt capital ,  U . S .  capitalists put the 
economy through a managed· l iquidation : junking labor, 
capital investments, inventories,  housing and everything 
else that could be turned into case for bil l  payments. 

To the extent that this liquidation process was halted and 
temporarily reversed during the March-September 1975 
period, it was due principally to two factors - government 
debt and murderous productivity - both of which guaran
teed renewed and more severe industrial shutdown. Through 
a $28 billion tax cut, money was simply put into the hands of 
individuals to liquidate corporate inventories and provide 
them with the cash to pay down their debt. The rise in in
dustrial production during the March-September period at a 
16 . 6  per cent annual rate was simply to keep inventories from 
falling through the floor as a result of this artificial sales 
boost. Combined with record rates of speed-up which 
cheapened current operating costs , this permitted cor
porations to pay their debts to the banks , which in turn 
provided the latter with the cash to cushion against loan 
losses and bankruptcy.  

The erosion of working class income over this period 
combined with the exhaustion of tax cuts ensured the late 
summer downturn in retail sales - the spark which ignited 
the October industrial contraction. 



D O M ESTIC M A R K ETS N E W SLETTER 

Government Lies 

A leading Chicago banker told IPS March 4,  " In the press,  
the Commerce Department reports are being used to show 
that there is an upswing. However, in my discussions with 
my clients, no one believes it . "  Nonetheless,  the U .S .  press 
continued to fill its pages this week with more unbelievable 
lies about the U.S .  recovery . 

February auto sales were reported March 3 to have risen 
by 20 per cent over January, reaching an 8 . 8  annual rate. One 
auto analyst, however, was quoted in the March 4 Wall St. 
Journal as saying "I just don't think the gains we've had 
recently are sustainable ."  The consulting firm of Gilbert 
Hass explained why in a recent newsletter, noting that the 
recent expansion of consumer installment credit underlying 
the rise in auto sales "probably has gone as far as it is likely 
to go" since "consumers are having trouble meeting their 
payments. "  

According to the Wall St. Journal ,  the February sales 
figures were boosted by dealer sales contests , a tell-tale sign 
of desperation. Despite this Detroit auto producers plan to 
add over 100,000 additional cars to dealer inventories in 
March. Inventories especially continued to pile up at foreign 
car dealerships,  as the entire February sales increase was 
gobbled up by domestic producers . One analyst told the Wall 
St. Journal that foreign car dealers have "cars coming in on 
them like a ton of bricks and I think they're going to have to 
do something pretty drastic soon to start selling them . "  

Nonetheless,  Wall St.-based auto industry analysts un
dauntedly continue to manufacture theories about the auto 
"recovery. " According to one consulting firm contacted by 
IPS , "There has to be a recovery because the people haven't 
bou�ht cars for two years and their cars are falling apart, so 
they have to buy new ones. "  Where will people get the money 
to tiuy such cars ( i .e .  to put a down payment on an in
stallment loan) ?  According to another firm ,  they could get it 
from the money saved for the new home they can't afford. 
"Auto sales are going to rise because the homebuilding in
.dustry has collapsed, "  he assured. 

* The Labor Department reported yesterday that the 
unemployment rate in February dropped to 7 .6  per cent, 
from 7.8 per cent in January. This figure is so fraudulent, 
however, that even AFL-eIO President George Meany has 
been forced to denounce it as a lie. As IPS has previously 
shown, the Labor Department simply reduces the unem
ployment rate by using unjustifiable " seasonal adjustment" 
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factors to increase the number of employed workers while 
simultaneously decreasing the size of the labor force by 
writing out of existence so-called "discouraged" workers 
who are supposedly no longer looking for work. 

* The Commerce Department reported March 3 that per
sonal lncome rose about I per cent in January, or at a 12 per 
cent annual rate. However, the 

-
Commerce Department 

computed its personal income statistics by multiplying the ' 
number employed times the average hours worked times 
average earnings per hour. The Commerce Department 
however got its employment statistics from the Labor 
Department - the aforementioned experts in manufacturing 
non-existent employed workers . When the Labor Depart
ment' s  hocus-pocus with the employment statistics is 
corrected, along with the effects of inflation, personal income 
actually declined at a 20 to 30 per cent annual rate in 
January. 

* The above, accounts for the continued " softness" of retail 
sates . The major retail stores released their February sales 
figures two days ago. Although the press headlined huge 
percentage gains, these were computed on the basis of one
year gains over the unprecedentedly low levels of last year. 
According to retail analysts, the February sales were ac
tually unchanged from January. Retail stores continue to 
refuse to build their inventories . 

* With consumer demand still miserable, the press tried to 
get some mileage out of a mythical anticipated pickup in 
capital spending ; puffing up a report put out March 4 by the 
well-known businessmen's propaganda group, the Con
ference Board. The report only spoke of business "plans" to 
increase in capital spending in 1977. The fate of General 
Motors planned $2.6  billion capital spending program for 
1976,  which was indefinitely shelved last week, indicates how 
seriously such reports should be taken. 

The Commerce Department released March 4,  January 
figures showing manufacturing orders and shipments both 
up 1 . 9 per cent while inventories remained unchanged. Since 
retailer and wholesalers are also not increasing their in
ventories and sales have remained essentially flat, where did 
the increase in shipments go? There was no increase. The 
Commerce Department seasonally adjusted upwards by 
over 7 per cent actual orders and shipments in January. In 
actuality, order and shipments have been falling, along with 
industrial production, since September. 



SPECIAL REPORT 

N .  Y .  Default Will Trigger Chain Of 

State And Municipal Bankruptcies 

Between now and the end of ' this month , an 
uncontrollable chain reaction of bankruptcies and defaults 
will occur on portions of the $225 billion in outstanding state 
and municipal debt - a figure more that $50 billion larger 
than the total Third World debt. 

New York City and state are once again on the verge of 
bankruptcy and default as the patchwork quilt of so-called 
rescue packages begins to unravel .  A major default could 
come as soon as next Friday when $480 million in state 
agency debt comes due. A chain reaction of defaults by muni
cip.alities and school districts across the state would quickly 
follow. 

Since the December 1974 outbreak of the New York City 
debt crisis, Wall Street has forced the elimination of some 
35,000 jobs in the city alone - 10  per cent of the total muni
cipal workforce - while slashing more than 1 billion from 
city services . The application of the bankers "austerity solu
tion" has already created health emergency conditions in the 
present flu epidemic. It has in no way solved the fiscal crisis : 
the city's deficit is now $1 . 2-2 billion or triple what it was 
when the bankers of Big MAC started running things . 

Bankers' Labor Policy 
Wall Street has only one solution to the municipal debt 

crisis : Big MAC-style austerity. A Wall Street Journal edi
torial two days ago reiterated and extended it to the private 
sectors as well. The economy is being bled dry by " income 
transfers to non-producers , by labor contracts constraints on 
productivity . . .  there will have to be some crowding out . . .  " 
New York state and city are singled out ·by the Wall Street 
Journal editors as having to "struggle harder to cut their fis
cal imbalances . . .  The New Yorks can never restore fiscal 
soundness by postponing budget cuts . . .  " 

In other words, the axe must fall on the "useless eaters" -
the welfare "bums" and the unemployed, the old, the sick, -
as existing labor contracts are ripped up to increase speed
up . With the current debt crisis occlirring simultaneously 
with the contracts negotiations in the municipal sector, this 
latter point is the bankers' current bargaining position 
against municipal and other workers who are demanding 
"catch up wage increases . "  They must be met with an 
equally intransigent working-class bargaining position : debt 
moratorium . 

The crisis facing New York is now spreading across the 
country as city after city and state after state moves toward 
bankruptcy and default . 

* In Philadelphia - The city has admitted a $85 m il l ion 
cit and is running a deficit of at least a $ 1 25 mil lion. Said Bud
get Director Leonard Moak at a closed meeting, " If people 
knew how much this city was really in debt, they'd be out in 
the streets and all hell would break loose . "  

* I n  Connecticut - Moody's  Investor Service has lowered 
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the ratings on the State bonds because Governor Ella 
Grasso's  austerity measures were not implemented fast 
enough. The state's  debt is now 13 per cent of its expense 
budget. 

* In Boston - The size of the city 's  deficit is probably close 
to $85 million - although it has yet to be made public . Despite 
several hundred millions in cuts from the Massachusetts 
State budget, on March 15 several of its departments will run 
out of money. 

* In Detroit - The Michigan Municipal Finance Com
mission has given Detroit "permission to borrow $40 million 
in short-term, high-interest notes leaving at least a $20 
million deficit on its payroll account to be dealt with through 
layoffs . The State of Michigan is running a $300 million deficit 
in  its current budget . 

* In I llinois - Gov. Dan Walker last week unveiled a $9 .9  
bi l lion austerity budget for next year featuring $900 million in 
cuts . 

* In St. Louis - the city must draw up a budget that elimi
nates a $10 million deficit. And so on across the country. 

Linchpin 
But it is New York State and city that has Wall Street most 

worried. 
"The state damn well better get its monEl)'. If it doesn't, 

then the whole house of cards will come down. "  One bond 
trader said this week, "There' ll be a domino kind of effect ."  
If the state does not get its  money it will default on tax antici
pation notes equal to the state' s  deficit at the close of the fis
cal year on March 31 - between $400 and $600 million. The 
failure of the state to make state aid payments starting April 
1 will set off a wave of bankruptcies across the state. Bankers 
are panicked about defaults on debt obligations, some re
cently contracted in anticipation of receiving state aid. 

Buffalo has been unable to raise all  but a few million of the 
$35 mil lion in short-term money it needs to tide it over be
tween now and June 25 when it is supposed to receive state 
aid in that amount. On March 9 the city treasury will be out of 
cash. 

Yonkers faces a more pressing payments crisis on March 
16 when it has another $16 .5 milliin to raise to pay off notes. 

New York City IS also counting on $400 million from the 
state in April - plus another $200 million in May and $185 
mil lion in June . Otherwise it will be in the throes of another 
cash-flow crisis .  

However, there is ample evidence that a crisis is brewing 
independent of the state aid variable.  Last Monday following 
a visit by the Big MAC to City Hall, MAC chairman Felix 
Rohatyn mentioned that the board was considering offering 
holders of the $1 . 1  bil lion notes under moratorium another 
chance to swap their notes for long-term MAC bonds , 



probably to relieve the city from paying interest costs on 
those notes. Rohatyn commented that holders of the notes 
wouldn't live long enough to see them redeemed. 

Wall Street's mouthpiece. the New York Times. is in a state 
of panic about New York City's galloping budget crisis and 
Mayor Beame's announced intention to wait until the third 
year of the three year austerity plan to eliminate the major 
portion of the city's deficit. now estimated as high as $2 
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billion by  RohatYtl. Half admitting the impossibility of 
closing the deficit as debt service costs spiral upwards, the 
Times wailed on Thursday. "Perhaps that will prove im
possible as the debts continue to grow ; but it is no excuse for 
not trying." The next day. the Times freaked out over the 
possibility that the end of the month contract negotiations be
tween the MTA and city 's bus and subway employees could 
blow apart the three-year wap freeze. 



SP EC I A L  RE P O RT 

Kissinger 's  Operations To Destabilize 
> - , ; ' 

The Governments Of Guyana And Jamaica 

Introduction 

March 6 (IPS) - The Prime Minister of Guyana, Forbes 
Burnham ,  last week told an interviewer for the Mexican 
Daily Excelsior . that he feared that "a campaign of 
destabilization might be unleashed against his government ,"  
and that he  was in  possession of  reports showing that 
Brazilians were infiltrating the southern border of his 
country. Two weeks before Burnham had condemned the 
"vicious slanders and attacks" of press organs who were 
working with "those foreign elements who dedicate them
selves to discrediting Guyana to subvert the stability of the 
country. "  

Burnham's remarks came i n  direct response to an 
escalating campaign of press attacks and military threats 
against both his country and the Carribbean island of 
Jamaica. The campaign began in earnest approximately 
three weeks ago when U .S .  Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger began his tour of Latin America.  

The character of the propaganda, diplomatic and military 
operations against the two small nations resembles closely 
the initial phases of Kissinger's successful efforts to isolate, 
destabilize and eventually overthrow the Popular Unity 
government of Salvador Allende in September of 1 973 and 
evidence clearly suggests that the desperate Secretary of 
State has begun a Chile rerun strategy against Jamaica and 
Guyana. This evidence demands that an immediate and 
thorough investigation be carried out in the U .S .  Congress 
and appropriate international bodies such as the United 
Nations to put a stop to all such plans or operations being put 
into effect by the Department of State, the CIA, the National 
Security Council or other agencies of the U . S .  government. 

I. The Kissinger Trip 

The major purpose of U .S .  Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger's February tour of Latin A merican was to patch 
together a strategy for stopping the motion on the continent 
toward debt moratoria and a New World Economic Order. 
Using threats , coercion and bribery, Kissinger attempted . to 
establish the basis for keeping South America from actively 
pushing the pro-development and pro-moratoria policies of 
the leading countries of the Group of 77 Developing Nations . 
Within the hemisphere, Kissinger was most worried about 
isolating the pro-development government of Peru and with 
curtailing Cuban influence on countries increasingly open to 
proposals for moratoria and expanded trade with the 
Comecon. 
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The heart of the Kissinger strategy i s  the use of the 
Brazilian military as a continental watchdog, and although 
the trip was for the most part a failure, Kissinger retains that 
Brazilian threat and a reserve of CIA dirty tricks with which 
to attempt to keep Latin America in line. This is the capacity 
that Kissinger and his Atlanticist backers are now employing 
in attempts to destabilize the pro-development governments 
of Guyana and Jamaica. 

Guyana and Jamaica, two of the smallest countries in 
Latin American, have been among the strongest organizers 
continentally and internationally for establishing a New 
World Economic Order and for rejecting Henry Kissinger's 
definition of relations between the developed and developing 
sectors . At the Manila meeting of the Group of 77 in the 
beginning of February, Guyanese Foreign Minister 
Frederick Wills called for the abolition of the International 
Monetary Fund and the creation of an alternative in
ternational central bank to finance world development. At 
the end of February, Jamaican Prime Minister Michael 
Manley echoed Wills' call and declared that both the World 
Bank and the IMF should be replaced with new credit in
stitutions to promote development. Manley called on Third 
World countries to unite in order to rapidly establish the New 
World Economic Order. Both countries were among the first 
nations to establish diplomatic relations with the Provisional 
Revolutionary government of Angola, and both have taken 
steps domestically to increase national control over the 
extraction and processing of their raw materials.  Together, 
Guyana and Jamaica produce approximately 70 per cent of 
the world ' s  supply of bauxite ore used in the production of 
aluminum . 

II. Guyana 

The context for both propaganda attacks and military 
threats against Guyana over the last month has been an 
escalated "hard" position on the part of the United States 
toward Cuba. Warnings by President Ford and Secretary 
Kissinger to Cuba over Cuban support for the government of 
Angola have set the tone for accusing Guyana of cooperatiing 
in Cuban and Soviet "aggression" and "intervention. "  The 
anti-Guyana campaign has seized on long-standing air traffic 
agreements between Cuba and Guyana as "evidence" that 
Guyana is a Cuban beachhead threatening the security of the 
continent and the hemisphere. 

Although in operation before hand, the propaganda 
campaign against Guyana was brought to its present level of 
intensity at the time of Kissinger's  stopover in Caracas on the 



first leg of his Latin American tour. Apparently replying to 
expressions of concern by Venezuelan President Carlos 
Andres Perez, Kissinger played up the dangers of Cuba's 
"exportable army" and raised the possibility that it might 
intervene in Venezuela "in the case of a leftist uprising 
here . "  Invoking the provisions of the 1 947 Inter-American 
Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance, a m utual defense treaty, 
Kissinger vowed that the U .S .  would act to counter 
"aggression from inside or outside the hemisphere ."  

Within a day of  Kissinger's  threats against the Cubans , the 
international bourgeois media picked up the line and con
nected it to Guyana. On Feb. 1 8 ,  both the New York Times 
and the Baltimore Sun printed stories ,  datelined in Lima, 
Peru, where Kissinger had just arrived,  and said that the 
U.S .  was increasingly worried over " reports of an increased 
Cuban presence in Guyana. "  

Kissinger brandished the military strength behind his loud 
threats the next day with the signing of an "agreement of 
consultation" between the U .S .  and Brazil .  From the point of 
the signing of the accord, the press campaign against 
Guyana mounted, and the media of the neighboring countries 
of Brazil and Venezuela j oined in with the U .S .  press. 

On Feb. 25 , C. L. Sulzberger of the New York Times wrote 
from London on the "Cuban confrontation" with the U.S .  and 
includes in his threatening column the allegation that " Cuba 
still maintains troops in Guyana, on Venezuela' s flank, and is 
training Peruvian pilots at air bases near Havana; "  

One day later, the Venezuelan magazine Resumen in
cluded a feature article entitled "Danger in Eastern Bor
ders" ,  subtitled , "Guyana trains large military forces to hate 
Venezuela. "  The article charges that Guyanese troops are 
being trained by Cubans at four farm camps in Guyana near 
the Brazilian border and that the camps include Chinese 
advisory personnel and weapons furnished by East Germany 
and the Soviet Union. Resumen claims that "Guyanese 
travel to Cuba for military training and indoctrination, "  and 
then in an hysterical attempt to account for Guyana's 
development-oriented foreign policy,the article charges that 
Cuban instructors are in charge of a three month training 
program for all Guyanese diplomats . 

The Resumen piece was picked up quickly by the Brazilian 
daily Jornal do Brasil which quoted the Venezuelan 
magazine to the effect that "Cubans and Chinese are training 
Guyanese troops on the Brazilian border. "  The Chinese 
embassy in Brazil revealed the absurdity of the charges 
when it hastily replied that its government would never have 
any joint military activity with a country that supports 
"Soviet imperialism."  The Brazilian military command also 
denied the report of the training of troops on the border. 

In response to these attacks , echoed in papers in the U .S . ,  
the Burnham government has consistently stressed that the 
charges are totally false and that they form part of a pattern 
of threats and coercion aimed at diverting Guyana from its 
pro-development foreign polic ies .  Guyanese Foreign 
Minister Wills has repeatedly denied that his country is being 
used to launch attacks against other countries. Guyanese 
ambassador to Washington, Laurence E. Mann, wrote a 
letter in reply to Sulzberger' s column of Feb. 25 . Mann quotes 
Prime Minister Burnham to the effect that Guyana would not 
let anyone use her as a base for attacks on other hemispheric 
nations and goes on to denounce "the most vicious attacks 
and prevarications" directed against his country. Mann also 
stresses the good relations between his government and the 
government of Venezuela. A similar statement of friendship 
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between Venzuela and Guyana was made the same week by 
the Guyanese ambassador to Venezuela. 

While the Burnham government counters attempts to pit 
the. country against its neighbors , the pro-government press 
in Guyana is baring the motivations behind the campaign of 
slanders and false allegations.  On Feb. 22, the Sunday 
Chronicle, Guyana's  major weekly, ran a column authored 
by " an analyst, "  which is usually takep, to mean a high 
government official. The column attacks the "well or
chestrated hostile propaganda campaign"�being carried out 
by "foreign elements" whose purpose is "to freeze . . .  (our) 
cordial relations with (our) neighbors" and to "prompt our 
neighbors to feel that their own security it threatened by 
Guyana . "  These elements , the column continues, are 
motivated by the fear that Guyana' s  " socialist model" might 
create an "unstoppable attraction" in the continent. 

A week later, the Chronicle again hits at the anti-Guyana 
propaganda operation. Chronicle columnist Carl Blackman 
begins his column:  "The fifth columnists are at us again. 
They tell the world that there are massive concentrations of 
Cuban troops on our borders . They are trying to build up a 
patently false picture of an armed Guyanan rumbling 
through the j ungle apparently bent on gobbling up its giant 
neighbors . In a malicious way they try to convince the world 
that the little sardine called Guyana is bent on swallowing the 
whales all around her. " Blackman goes on to l ink the press 
smears to an attempt at a " destabilization process" 
modelled on the operation used to overthrow Chilean 
President Salvador Allende. 

In another column in the same issue of the Chronicle, 
columnist Mohamed Hamaludin analyzes Kissinger' s tour 
and writes : "The timing of the visit is not as strange as may 
see. Kissinger had to find a vehicle to carry a new Latin 
policy, and it is now obvious that he hit upon the idea of 
isolating both Cuba and Guyana - left-wing countries -
using, in particular, scare tactics . "  

Despite exposure of the method and motivation of the 
slander campaign, however, the campaign continues and 
has been escalated to include troop buildups on the Guyanese 
border. The Brazilian daily 0 Estado de Sao Paulo on March 
2 reported that the Brazilian army had doubled its troops on 
the Guyanese side of the border and claimed that two planes,  
"apparently from Cuba, "  had landed on the Guyanese side of 
the border. The Estado stressed that the " atmosphere is hot 
on the border, " and reported that " Brazilian soldiers patrol 
the border 24 hours a day to prevent it from being invaded by 
the Guyanese military ."  

I t  should be noted that Brazil has  a 200,000 strong military 
force equipped with tanks and missiles while Guyana has a 
combined army and police force of 1 , 300 men with no heavy 
artillery. 

The Venezuelan magazine Resumen likewise maintained 
its steady stream of attacks on Guyana and Burnham. On 
March 7 ,  the magazine ran an article labelling Burnham a 
"black racist" and a "totalitarian" who uses his country's  
special intelligence unit (SIU) - " modelled after the 
N.K.V.D . "  (the Soviet intelligence agency that preceded the 
KGB - ed. ) "� to spy on foreign personnel and embassies in 
the country. The magazine further charged that the SIU was 
used by Burnham to "surveil"  and "oppress" the large East 
Indian population of the country which is in large part 
organized by the pro-Soviet People's Progressive Party, led 
by Cheddi J agan. The attempt to incite splits between the 
black and Indian population comes j ust at the point that 



Jagan's  PPP has announced critical support for the 
government, and it represents an effort to rekindle the Indian 
black tensions fostered by the British when Guyana was a

' 

British colony. 
An added purpose of the Resumen artic le is to squelch 

building opposition within Venezuela toward Brazil ' s  
threatening of  Guyana. A Venezuelan Deputy for the 
Movement of the Revolutionary Left Party (MIR) this week 
stated that "there is a direct relation between the visit of 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger to Brazil and the troop 
reinforcement in the border regions with Venezuela and 
Guyana ."  The Secretary General of the Republican 
Democratic Union Party of Venezuela also this week 
denounced that role that Kissinger assigned to Brazi l  and the 
military mobilizations in that country. 

III. JAMAICA 

The destabilization campaign against the Jamaican 
government of Prime Minister Michael Manely is strikingly 
similar to the operation being carried out against the Burn
ham government. The two campaigns,  diverge, however, in 
so far as there is a much stronger internal right-wing op
position inside Jamaica than in Guyana. 

The Jamaican right wing has strength in the officer corps 
of the military, among certain business layers and is 
organized politically in the pro-British Jamaican Labor 
Party. 

A brief chronology of the last two months indicates the 
coordination of internal and external efforts to isolate and 
weaken the Manley government. The chronology begins with 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger 's  arrival in Jamaica, 
supposedly for a vacation . His arrival overlaps with the 
proceedings of an International Monetary Fund meeting 
taking place in Kingston. 
Week of Dec. 28 to Jan 3 

Supporters of Manley's  People's National Party (PNP) 
held a large rally in support of the Provisional Revolutionary 
Government of Angola and in protest  of the South African 
delegation to the IMF meeting. Manley met with represen
tatives of the MPLA and pledged his support . A few days 
later he met with Kissinger, the next day violence broke out 
between PNP supporters and members of the Jamaican 
Labour Party (JLP) . JLP supporters battled police. 
police. 
Week of Jan. 4 to Jan. l0 :  

Justice Minister Munn accused the JLP of  training 
guerrillas to overthrow the legally elected government of 
Michael Manley. The Trench Town and Jones Town sections 
of West Kingston - working class neighborhoods of strong 
support for the PNP - were attacked by JLP mobs. Many 
homes were burned. The violence and some shooting spreads 
to the Tivoli Garden section of the city. 

The Guyanese Sunday Chronicle revealed that the " inter
national opponents of socialism have opened a major front 
against Manley through the foreign owned bauxite com
panies . "  According to the paper, there are "disturbing re
ports of covert operations by the American Central Intel
ligence Agency to destabilize the (Jamaican) government ."  

Week of  Jan. 1 1  to Jan. 17 :  

The Jamaican Weekly Gleaner reported that violence in 
the country over the proceeding weeks had left four 
policemen and several civilians dead, scores injured and 60 
arrested. 

PNP headquarters were burned in several parts of King
ston. Manley accused the JLP of "hiring armed gunmen to 
shoot their way to power. " 
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Revere Jamaican Aluminum Ltd . ,  which closed down its 
operations in August, threatened that it would not reopen un
less the government abolished its proposed 10 per cent tax 
hike. 

Week of Feb. 18 to Feb. 24 : 

Manley endorsed the Algerian proposal calling for troops 
to be sent to help the Angolan government fight off an in
vasion by the South African military. 

Week of Feb. 25 to Feb. 31 : 

Fighting continued in West Kingston. Manley declared a 
state of siege in the area and ordered a search of all cars en
tering or leaving the area . 

Week of Feb. 1 to Feb. 7 :  

The Jamaican Chamber o f  Commerce and the Jamaican 
Manufacturers Association accused Manley of trying to im
pose a "State Dictatorship" on the island. 

Week of Feb. 8 to Feb. 14 : 

Carl Rowan of the Washington Post, in a column entitled 
"A Communist Jamaica" wrote that though Manley claims 
he is not a communist, his social and economic revolution, 
which "embodies every challenge some 2 billion people in the 
world' s  poor countries are hurling at the United States ,"  is 
worrisome because "if he succeeds,  the Third World will try 
to emulate him and we shall all face profound and perhaps 
dangerous changes . " 

Police and army in Jamaica raid the offices of the PNP. 
Nine PNP members were arrested in the PNP stronghold of 
St.  Andrews and weapons were supposedly confiscated . 

Week of Feb. 15 to Feb. 21 : 

Jamaica's Weekly Gleaner reported that 870 NATO-trained 
British Marines from the HMS Bulkward were in Jamaica 
celebrating "joint maneuvers" with the Jamaican Army. 
Manley refused to meet with the Bulkward officers claiming 
that he was "too busy. "  

JPL accused Manley of bringing i n  " Cuban spies" cam
ouflaged as construction workers while the Weekly Gleaner 
warned about "Cuban infiltration" in the island. 

Reliable sources from the island of Jamaica reported that 
Manley is threatened because he does not control the British
trained army and police officers who are being activated 
against him . The same source reported that the only reason 
these officers had not openly moved against Manley is be
cause the Prime Minister has the support of the majority of 
the rank and file in the Armed Forces and a blatant move 
against him now would provoke an all-out civil war. 

Week of Feb. 22 to Feb. 28 : 

In an interview with Prensa Latina in Jamaica, Prime 
Minister Manley echoed the call made by Guyanese Foreign 
Minister Fred Wills in Manila, calling for the abolition of the 
World Bank and the IMF and creating new credit institutions 
to promote development. Manley also called on the Third 
World to unite and hastily establish the New World Economic 
Order. 

A one page spread in the New York Times entitled "Politi
cal Violence in the S lums of Jamaica . . .  The Is land is a Time
Bomb, "  written by Ralph Blumenthal stressed Manley 's  
shift from pro-West to  non-aligned and stated that although 
Manley is not really a communist, he cannot control the "ro
Cuban" and "pro-communist" youth of his party. Blum
enthal also warned that the fact that Communism is being de
bated in the island as a possible solution to the island's eco
nomic woes is dangerous in itself, especially since Jamaica 
produces 43 per cent of all bauxite that is used for aluminum 
production. 
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